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~ THE STORY IN BRIEF ~

Theme: Steady love.
Storyline: Zee and Jack have a good time.

~ THE MOMENTS ~

Heavy Breezes
The Warmth Within
Stop   Wait   Go On

more   Heavy Breezes 
Now We Belong

Relaxed in My Center
Ready to Settle

Relaxed as a Yogi
I Ache for You

Heart Breaking Open Wide
even more   Heavy Breezes
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~ A GOOD PLACE TO BE ~
HEAVY BREEZES

heavy breezes
summer slowness

bring me to dreams

Around Zee, most doors are closed 
against the summer heat, 

but Zee is on her back balcony, 
door open wide, waiting for Jack, who, she knows, 
is on his way home this evening, as every evening, 

knowing she's waiting.

A soft-covered book lies open beside her.

Zee hasn’t been reading.
She’s been feeling the summer heat

soak into her skin. 
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HEAVY BREEZES

Heavy breezes
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams

I feel your nearness
You're approaching
 I know it
this evening as every evening

I am waiting
You're approaching

evening coolness barely starting
air barely moving
 against my skin

dusk in the city
dust on leaves
 on balcony railings
 on geraniums
  still deep red

shadows longer than buildings
windows closed to keep in coolness

but my window is open

I know you are coming

quiet in the evening
traffic hum steady
geraniums bright red

Heavy breezes
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams
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the window's open
the back door's open

I'm on the balcony
came home early
made iced tea
 with lemon slices

now a book lies beside me
soft cover bent wide open

I look upward 
 at the twilight
 at ivy dark 
  against a darkened wall

I am waiting
 content   easy
feel you approaching

I am waiting
I know you're coming
 perhaps at a corner
 light red
 engine idling
 groceries on the seat beside you
 you easy 
  sure of me

the light changes

I am waiting
 reading
 or not reading
 idling
 a book beside me
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We're past the crossroads in our loving
no more doubting

Heavy breezes
Dusky dimness   brings me to dreams
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~ WHAT NEXT? ~
STOP   WAIT   GO

Then it’s night time.

Supper is over.

Outside it’s still light.

Inside, it’s stop, wait ...
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STOP  WAIT  GO

Stop
 my heart is aching
Stop
 my heart is waiting

Hold 
 I've stopped breathing
Cold
 Can't you see how
  your love wakens
    my being
   every atom of me freeing

Cold
 Can't stop shaking
Bold
 yet fearful waiting

Hot
and
Warm
and 
Loving

Stop
 my heart is racing
Stop
 desire is lacing
  my blood with fire
   making
  me bold
  yet quiet
  letting the love that's breaking
   sweep through me
  taking
   me to closeness
     nearness
  love
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Go
 I'm not leaving
Go
 Keep believing

Go on until
 we meet
  in loving

that stops
 the aching
soothes
 the heart

making
  more
 closeness breaking
 through
  to my heart

Your heart beating

Two
 bodies meeting
  gentle
  caressing
 the touch
   a blessing
  a loving
   meeting

 lasting
  fleeting
 then repeating
  holding
 making
  the deepest greeting

 until
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Stop
Hold
Go
 and take me
  in your arms
  your life
  your heart
 making
  more
   than one plus one
 making
  a love
   that flows throughout time

Let me love you
 sweetheart of mine

Stop
Wait
 Floodgates are breaking
 sweeping away the hesitating
 Hold me close
 I've been feeling loving
    lately

Stop
Go on with the loving

Hold me close
 Hold me close
  Hold me close

Let me break free
 of waiting
  hesitating

Wait
 for me
  as I lie trembling
 in your arms
  hoping   remembering
   your tender loving
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Hold
 me  I know you're staying
Wait
 There's still no saying
  where this flow will take us
 but no use complicating
  this game of love we're playing
   with fears
    you'll be betraying
     me
     or you
   better things to do

Love
 I feel safety
Love 
 is what's generating
  slowly
  quickly
  thinly
  thickly

Stop 
Wait 
Go on
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~ EVEN CLOSER ~
THE WARMTH WITHIN

They do go on.

Summer nights.

And the warmth within.
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THE WARMTH WITHIN

touch me with your hand
  my dear
pull me close
  against your chest

hold me in your arms
  my dear
your heartbeat
  giving me rest

let my hands
  my dear
caress your skin
feeling the warmth
  my dear
  the warmth within

let me lie curled
  my dear
your back
  touching mine

let me feel
  my dear
you turn 
  and find 

that I welcome
  my dear
your gentle hands
  on my face  head
    neck  back
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let me stroke
  my dear
your warm skin
  and feel
  the warmth
  within

let me feel
  my dear
you feel my skin
  and the warmth
  within

let me caress
  my dear
your strong back
  your hips
  everything
   my dear

let me feel
  my dear
you feel my skin
  and the warmth
  within

let me feel
  my dear
your gentle hands
  on my face  head
    neck  back
    everywhere

my dear
your hands on my skin
feeling
my dear
  my heartbeat
  my breath
  my desire
   my dear
  from deep within
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let your mouth
  my dear
seek mine

let your tongue
  my dear
push against mine

feel my gentle
  caress
feel my loving
  tenderness

let our loving
  my dear
touch more than the skin

feel the warmth
the growing warmth
the love and the warmth
  within
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~ PAST THE CROSSROADS ~
more  HEAVY BREEZES 

Heavy breezes
Summer slowness ...  brings me to dreams.

At some point, both Zee and Jack realize they’ve passed some 
crossroads in their loving, are past most of the doubting.

Early in the evening, usually home ahead of Jack,
Zee still sits out on the back balcony. 

Usually a book is still open beside her.

Her mind is elsewhere.

You'll be home
We'll make supper

Love
Love in the night time

Love
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more  HEAVY BREEZES

We're past the crossroads in our loving
no more doubting

Heavy breezes
Dusky dimness   brings me to dreams

I lean back 
breathe deeply
gaze at rooftops
 at brick buildings
 fire escapes
I don't want escape

I think of supper
   salad
   strawberries
   you on the balcony
   beside me
    us side by side
    in bed
    idle
    in the langor
    of the summer's sultry stillness

We're past the crossroads in our loving
  past the doubting
  in steady loving

Heavy breezes
Dusky dimness   brings me to dreams
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I am dreaming
 your fingers on my arm
  barely touching
  like hints of breezes
   in summer twilight

wrought iron railing
 warm to the touch
  like your loving

steady loving
homecoming steady
summer heat
lives intertwining

I am waiting
you're approaching

the book lies beside me
soft cover bent wide open
my eyes close

I am waiting
 content   easy
shadows long
twilight nearing

you are coming
    may be waiting
   on a corner
   light red
   cars idling
       you smiling
   sure of me
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We're past the crossroads in our loving
 past the doubting
I know you're coming
You know I'm waiting
 content   easy

We'll make supper
Love in the nighttime
Love

Past the crossroads in our loving
 past the doubting
I know you're coming
You know I'm waiting
 content   easy

We'll make supper
Love in the nighttime
Love
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~ IN HER HEART, ZEE KNOWS~
NOW WE BELONG

Zee is sure.

Jack is sure.

They belong with each other.
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NOW WE BELONG

I want to wake beside you
 each and every morning
I want to sleep beside you
 all night long

I want to make a life with you
 all our lives long

  I ache when you're gone

I want your arms around me
 each and every evening
I want your love beside me
 all night long

I want your warmth, your touch near me
 all our lives long

  We belong with each other

Your warm touch, my sweet darling
  Your loving gaze, my sweet darling
Despite your guarded ways, sweet darling
  You know

  We belong with each other

  I ache when you're gone
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Your hand on my face, my sweet darling
My warmth against you, my sweet darling

The stream flows strong
The pull is strong, sweet darling
  You know

 I love you
 We belong
 You love me
 We belong

 I love you
 You love me
 We belong
 We belong
   with each other

 all our lives long

Our love is sweet, my darling
Our love is strong, sweet darling
 We belong
 Oh we belong
   with each other

 We belong
      long to belong
   with each other

  all our loves long

Birds build a nest
Beavers make a dam
Rabbits burrow into earth
They know they belong
   with each other

Time for a home, sweet darling
We know we belong, sweet darling
   with each other

  all our lives long
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~ ZEE RELAXES ~ 
RELAXED IN MY CENTER

A hundred hours of meditation,

a hundred hours of yoga,

a hundred winning lottery tickets

couldn’t make Zee feel more relaxed.
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RELAXED IN MY CENTER

I feel relaxed in my center
   steady and centered
   at ease with being me

yes
I feel unmasked in my center
   ready from my center
   to reach and still be free

seeing you 
   steady in your center
   relaxed in your center
   being yourself with me

Yet we're ready
    passionately
 to blow the quiet
 to have a riot
   to join together
    ardently
 to have a heady diet
   of luxurious
    intimacy
 I wouldn't often try it
   it's so unlike my everyday
    me

But it sure is a pleasure
something that I treasure
     enormously
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Yet I still 
feel relaxed in my center
   steady in my center
   easy with being me

and then we're moving together
    emotionally
    intellectually
    physically

and then we part for a while
in our steady relaxed style

dooby dooby do
dooby dooby do
  yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahhhhh

ready
   to play and to join
   in the evening and the morn
   to know and be known
    intimately

   to plan and to play
   day by day
   in our own special way
    passionately
    casually
    variously
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I feel unmasked in my center
   ready from my center
   to love and still feel free

seeing you 
   steady in your center
   relaxed in your center
   loving from your center
   being yourself with me

Then once again we're ready
    delightfully
 to blow the quiet
 to have a riot
   to join together
    ardently
 and later we are silent
 you do your thing I do my thing
 pottering
    comfortably

I feel relaxed in my center
   steady in my center
   easy with being me

seeing you 
   steady in your center
   relaxed in your center
   easy being with me

dooby dooby do
dooby dooby do
  yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahhhhh

you do your thing I do my thing
and sometimes we do our thing

dooby dooby do
dooby dooby do
  yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahhhhh
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~ STEADY STEADY STEADY ~ 
READY TO SETTLE

There are moments 
which seem to go on forever.

This is one of them.

In her heart, 
Zee is convinced 

it will go on forever.

She doesn’t want anything to move.
Yet time is flowing.

It’s no longer summer.

Early autumn.

She’s steady, in an eddy, on a float.
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READY TO SETTLE 

Steady
Holding steady
 in an eddy
 on a float

Steady
Never better
 like butter soaking
 into toast

Ready
like flannel bedding
that keeps me
 warm as toast

Ready
 Ready
 Steady
  almost

Leave me in this eddy
     in this idle tidal pool

I am ready 
 to settle
 not to settle for
 to settle with
 to settle down
 to settle into
  a steady
   loving with you
 almost
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Gentle rocking
 from wavelets lapping
Gentle rustling
 from leaves brushing

Steady
Holding steady
 in an eddy
 on a float

Autumn sunshine
 heating the coolness
Leaves glowing
 tinged with brown

Steady
Coasting 
 clear of sandbars
Toasting
 in the sun

The sun that melts 
 my worries
 like toast
  warm and steady
  melts butter

Toast
 with jam and butter
 with coffee and juice
 with yogurt and fresh fruit

is settling in my stomach
while I'm readying for lunch
while holding steady
 in an eddy
 on a float
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Leave me in this eddy
     in this idle tidal pool
I need your steady loving
     as time flows by

And I want you to know
I am ready
  steady
 to settle
 not to settle for
 to settle with
   down
   into
  a steady 
   loving with you
    almost

You move
with determination
across the field

stand steady
on the shore
watch me floating
in the eddy

You're unsure
but breathe
contentment
in and out

Our gazes meet
hold steady
ready
 or almost

Ready
 Ready
 Steady
  almost
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Leave me in this eddy
     in this idle tidal pool
I need your steady loving
     as time flows by

And I want you to know
I am ready
  steady
 to settle
 not to settle for
 to settle with
 to settle down
 to settle into
  a steady 
   loving with you

I am ready
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~ PAST ALMOST ~ 
RELAXED AS A YOGI

Before Zee was relaxed in her center.

Now she is relaxed as a pillow,
comfy as a pillow,
gentle as a willow.

No yogi can outdo her.
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RELAXED AS A YOGI 

I feel comfy as a pillow
   relaxed as a willow
   soft and yet sturdy as can be

I feel unmasked like a hero
   heart open to the one love
   unguarded and safe as can be

seeing you
   comfy as a cushion
   relaxed as a mushroom
   deliciously cozy with me

I feel relaxed as a yogi
   meditating on a lotus
   chanting interminably

I feel at home to the core
   ready and some more
   to love and still feel free

seeing you 
   comfy as a cushion
   relaxed as a mushroom
   deliciously cozy with me

Then once again we're ready
    delightfully
 to blow the quiet
 to have a riot
   to join together
    ardently
 and later we are silent
 you do your thing I do my thing
 pottering
    comfortably
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I feel unmasked like a hero
   heart open to the one love
   unguarded and safe as can be

seeing you 
   steadily my ally
   relaxed as a valley
   at home being with me

dooby dooby do
dooby dooby do
  yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahhhhh

you do your thing I do my thing
and sometimes we do our thing

dooby dooby do
dooby dooby do
  yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah yeahhhhh

relaxed as a yogi
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~ IT’S TOGETHERNESS TIME ~ 
I ACHE FOR YOU

Zee gets more and more used to the closeness -
evenings together, nights together

They’re apart less and less often,
just when Jack needs to go off

for a day or two.

And suddenly Zee finds a new ache.
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I ACHE FOR YOU 

I ache for you
 No mistake
  I'm blue

 You're away
  more than a day

And I ache for you

I feel your hands 
 holding my hands
I feel strong fingers
 across my back

I feel your chest
 solid, at rest
I know you're away

And I ache

I ache
  for you

 No mistake
  it's true

I feel you breathe 
 as you lie next to me
I feel your arms 
 holding me near
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I feel your hands
 cradling my head

But I can't touch
 you

Instead

I ache 
  for you

 when you're away
  for more than I day

I feel your touch

and I ache
  make no mistake

we've got what it takes
  to make it through

 hard times
 mad times

But I'm blue
  when you're away
 for more than a day
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I feel your hands

But can't pull you near

I feel your lips

But you're nowhere

I feel your skin

Under my palms

I feel you in-

side my heart

But I can't reach

pull you near

cheek to cheek

skin to skin

and I ache

 and I ache
  
  oh I ache for you
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~ THE BEST HEART BREAK ~ 
HEART BREAKING OPEN WIDE

Her heart is breaking open wide.
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HEART BREAKING OPEN WIDE

like a grown-up bride
ready to commit
 with joy and pride
feeling so very full inside
like the sea at the highest tide

that will draw back
 opening wide
a stretch of beach
 for footprints made
  side by side
and then swirl inland
 a rushing tide

oh I feel so much
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~ ZEE REMEMBERS A WARM SUMMER EVENING ~ 
HEAVY HEAVY BREEZES

Zee remembers - and she is there again.

It is summer,

early evening,

summer heat.
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HEAVY HEAVY BREEZES 

I feel your nearness
   your approaching

this evening as every evening

Heavy breezes
 bring sleepy eyelids
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams

iced tea on the balcony
 slowly warming
bricks still heat-filled
 slowly cooling

summer heat
air still heavy
but not our loving

sultry heat
with heavy breezes
brings us to loving
     deeper than in my dreams

windows wide open
wrought iron railing
 warm like the brick
traffic steady
 like our loving

we're past the crossroads
light on green
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light from windows 
 barely starting
I am waiting
 know you're approaching
  slow and easy

I am waiting 
 sure and easy
you are coming
 sure of me

I feel your nearness
   your approaching
this evening as every evening

you will be home
we'll make supper
love in the nighttim

We're past the crossroads in our loving
 past the doubting
I know you're coming
You know I'm waiting
 content   easy

We'll make supper
Love in the nighttime
Love

Heavy breezes
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams

Snowfall softness
 brings me to dreams
Springtime sunshine
 brings me to dreams
Autumn evening
 brings me to dreams
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Eyelids heavy
Heavy breezes
 bring me to dreams

I am waiting
You are coming

Summer slowness
Heavy breezes

Heavy breezes
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams
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~ THIS IS NOT THE ENDING ~

In a fairy tale, this would be the ending.
Happily ever after.

But life goes on.

What happens next, for Zee and Jack? 
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COMING UP NEXT ...

~ CAN’T SEE INSIDE YOUR EYES ~

Theme: Troubles in a love relationship.
Storyline: Zee and Jack don’t live happily ever after.

TAKE A LOOK  ...

Can’t See Inside Your Eyes

More eBooks

Elsa’s Words and Music 

Zee’s Cafe Cafe

contact 

. 
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~ when  written ~

HEAVY BREEZES
Theme: New love.

Storyline: Zee and Jack aew in love.
1999

HEAVY BREEZES
June, 1997

THE WARMTH WITHIN
June 9, 1994

STOP  WAIT  GO 
May 15, 1996

NOW WE BELONG
January 24, 1997

RELAXED IN MY CENTER
June 5, 1994

READY TO SETTLE 
September 21, 1996

RELAXED AS A YOGI
June 5, 1994

I ACHE FOR YOU
November 14, 1996

HEART BREAKING OPEN WIDE
June 13, 1994
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and the story continues ...

CAN’T SEE INSIDE YOUR EYES
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EXTRA  - all of ...

HEAVY BREEZES

Heavy breezes
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams

I feel your nearness
You're approaching
 I know it
this evening as every evening

I am waiting
You're approaching

evening coolness barely starting
air barely moving
 against my skin

dusk in the city
dust on leaves
 on balcony railings
 on geraniums
  still deep red

shadows longer than buildings
windows closed to keep in coolness

but my window is open

I know you are coming

quiet in the evening
traffic hum steady
geraniums bright red
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Heavy breezes
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams

the window's open
the back door's open

I'm on the balcony
came home early
made iced tea
 with lemon slices

now a book lies beside me
soft cover bent wide open

I look upward 
 at the twilight
 at ivy dark 
  against a darkened wall

I am waiting
 content   easy
feel you approaching

I am waiting
I know you're coming
 perhaps at a corner
 light red
 engine idling
 groceries on the seat beside you
 you easy 
  sure of me

the light changes

I am waiting
 reading
 or not reading
 idling
 a book beside me
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We're past the crossroads in our loving
no more doubting

Heavy breezes
Dusky dimness   brings me to dreams

I lean back 
breathe deeply
gaze at rooftops
 at brick buildings
 fire escapes
I don't want escape

I think of supper
   salad
   strawberries
   you on the balcony
   beside me
    us side by side
    in bed
    idle
    in the langor
    of the summer's sultry stillness

We're past the crossroads in our loving
  past the doubting
  in steady loving

Heavy breezes
Dusky dimness   brings me to dreams
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I am dreaming
 your fingers on my arm
  barely touching
  like hints of breezes
   in summer twilight

wrought iron railing
 warm to the touch
  like your loving

steady loving
homecoming steady
summer heat
lives intertwining

I am waiting
you're approaching

the book lies beside me
soft cover bent wide open
my eyes close

I am waiting
 content   easy
shadows long
twilight nearing

you are coming
    may be waiting
   on a corner
   light red
   cars idling
       you smiling
   sure of me
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We're past the crossroads in our loving
 past the doubting
I know you're coming
You know I'm waiting
 content   easy

We'll make supper
Love in the nighttime
Love

Past the crossroads in our loving
 past the doubting
I know you're coming
You know I'm waiting
 content   easy

We'll make supper
Love in the nighttime
Love

I feel your nearness
   your approaching

this evening as every evening

Heavy breezes
 bring sleepy eyelids
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams

iced tea on the balcony
 slowly warming
bricks still heat-filled
 slowly cooling
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summer heat
air still heavy
but not our loving

sultry heat
with heavy breezes
brings us to loving
     deeper than in my dreams

windows wide open
wrought iron railing
 warm like the brick
traffic steady
 like our loving

we're past the crossroads
light on green

light from windows 
 barely starting
I am waiting
 know you're approaching
  slow and easy

I am waiting 
 sure and easy
you are coming
 sure of me

I feel your nearness
   your approaching
this evening as every evening

you will be home
we'll make supper
love in the nighttime
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We're past the crossroads in our loving
 past the doubting
I know you're coming
You know I'm waiting
 content   easy

We'll make supper
Love in the nighttime
Love

Heavy breezes
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams

Snowfall softness
 brings me to dreams
Springtime sunshine
 brings me to dreams
Autumn evening
 brings me to dreams

Eyelids heavy
Heavy breezes
 bring me to dreams

I am waiting
You are coming

Summer slowness
Heavy breezes

Heavy breezes
Summer slowness   brings me to dreams
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and the story continues ...

CAN’T SEE INSIDE YOUR EYES
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